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Visa Application (if applicable) 

I had to apply for a UK student visa since I am not an Australian citizen and it was a requirement for my 

nationality. The process required going through a visa agency (VFS - not the most pleasant to deal with). 

As at 2017, UK still required a visa sticker in the passport, something Australia has done away with a while ago. 

For this purpose my passport was sent to Manila and then mailed back to the agency, which took a couple of 

weeks. 

Please indicate any tips or advice you have for 
prospective students in terms of the application process at AGSM.  
When selecting your preferred schools think about your motivation for going there, also consider the 
number of spots available and be realistic about your chances based on the award criteria and 
where you stand on these.  
There are several great schools 

Enrolment/Registration Procedure at host university 
Registration process is relatively straightforward, had a few online courses to complete prior to 
arrival (anti-plagarism etc). Most complicated bit was understanding the subject bidding system 
(need some time to check reviews and formats - block week, modular, irregular, regular), and getting 
used to their learning management platform. 
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Workload and style of teaching/methods of assessments 
Workload and format of class and assessments vary greatly based on the subject, consult course 
outlines (those for previous years are available to exchange students) prior to making your bids. 
In general I did not find the workload to be more than that at AGSM, if anything it was probably less 
considering I did 5 electives (but this can vary based on subject selection). 

Course size, peers and learning environment 
Varies from subject to subject. 

Campus life (i.e. clubs, societies, facilities) 
Many clubs available, sign up for as many as you can to receive notifications of events. 

Regional life (e.g. people, shopping, work, travel sights, transport) 
With respect to London the city and UK, there is plenty of info available online and a whole lonely 
planet section at the LBS Library. 

Accommodation (What type? Cost? Inclusive, support from host school, sourced separately...?) 
No support from school. There is a forum in which LBS students post sublets which is worth 
checking.  
I ended up sharing with a friend and we stayed at a place which was a fair commute from school but 
it was more affordable than central London and provided dinners. Riding the tube was fine for the 
duration of the exchange, I was able to read on the commute. 

Accommodation tips for future AGSM students going to your host university/region 
There is no accommodation at LBS, you are on your own here.  
There is a LBS forum which students post accommodation sublets available. 

Relative costs of food, travel, entertainment etc (Please comment on each) 
Similar to Sydney, London is a bit cheaper with groceries. A more detailed comparison available here 
https://goo.gl/BN13oe 

Any financial tips for future AGSM students? 
I used my card for most transactions (got one called '28 degrees' which didn't have international fees 
and a reasonable spread, used 'Transferwise' for money transfer for accommodation as they were a 
bit backward and wouldn't accept card/paypal. 
You are able to order a UK sim card (I used giffgaff) and have it posted to you in Australia for free, so 
you can arrive there and have a local sim with data ready to go. 

Biggest cultural differences 
Culturally UK is pretty similar to Australia. There are quite a few Aussies at LBS, on LinkedIN Australia 
has the fourth largest number of LBS Alumni (after UK, Switzerland and the US). 

How did you adjust to these differences? 
Learnt to ride the tube and carry an umbrella. Nothing worth mentioning. 
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Highlights of your exchange experience 
We would like to use this feedback for our website and we also appreciate any photos you can 
send to mbaexchange@agsm.edu.au 
Experiencing a different school provided a great basis to compare the offering at AGSM. I was 
fortunate to arrive just as the Samy Ofer centre was opened and enjoyed spending time there.  
Some of the courses I did were amazing with great faculty, there is a great variety of electives 
available due to the larger cohort and multiple degree programs at LBS. Got to meet some great 
great people, the diversity at LBS is immense with over 70 nationalities represented in the MBA 
program.The overall exposure was made me happy I went. 

 

Challenges (throughout process or on the course/at the school) 
Finding short lease accommodation without being in London was a challenge. 
Getting to grips with the all the things available at LBS in a short period is a challenge, there are 
many opportunities and experiences available but these can be tricky to discover for someone 
coming on exchange. Try to make use of your assigned buddy/other students to discover these as 
early as possible. 

 

Cultural 'musts' for future outgoing students to your host university 
LBS does arrange some treks to cities around the world, enquire about these prior to arrival if you 
would want to go on one. 

 

Based on your original application, please outline how your exchange experience has helped you 
further develop the element of leadership aptitude that you chose and if it has helped you to 
become a more cosmopolitan leader. 
A couple of the electives I did on exchange were directly linked to improving elements of leadership, 
particularly making an impact. In 'Building your career strategy' I learnt the things to do to have a 
more impactful career.  Through the case studies in 
 
 
Advice or tips for students considering this course and general comments 
Three areas to note (my observations) 
1. Subject selection  
- My experience was similar to subject ratings, I found I enjoyed the subjects with higher ratings over 
those of interest to me but with lower ratings. 
- With respect to class composition, the calibre of the students in some other programs at LBS are 
not the same level as their MBA students, I had a better experience in electives which had a greater 
MBA student representation.  
- More popular subjects are presented by in multiple formats by multiple faculty members, ratings 
vary based on these. 
2. Exam/final deliverable timings - These can be a week/two after the last class date (in the semester 
dates provided initially), so consider this when booking return flights. I was not aware and had to do 
3 deliverables in the week after returning to Australia (but they were take-home exams/assignments 
so I could do them and upload). 
3. Workload - Try not to overload yourself with course work (consider taking a course less), allow 
time for club participation. 

mailto:mbaexchange@agsm.edu.au
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Q7 – Topics 
 

 

 

 

 

 




